Abstract-This paper proposes a directional image force (DIF) for active contouring. DIF is the inner product of the zero crossing strength (ZCS) of wavelet frame coefficients, and the normal of a snake. By representing strength and orientation of edges at multiple resolution levels, DIF markedly improves the immunity of snakes to noise and convexity.
I. ACTIVE CONTOURING ALGORITHMS
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C. Chui is with the TeraLogic, Inc., San Jose, CA 95101 USA. Publisher Item Identifier S 1057-7149(00)09395-7. zopoulos and Kass [1] proposed the first snake algorithm, with several algorithms proposed later trying to solve various problems such as noise trap [5] , snake initialization [2] , energy function optimization [4] , [5] , image object extraction [6] , concavity issues [3] , [7] , etc. Let the line segments that connect adjacent pairs of the n snaxels on a snake be denoted as v(0); v(1); v(2); 1 1 1 ; v(n); where jv(s)j is the arc length. Snake shape deformation is controlled by an energy function that consists of the internal and external energy,
(1) The internal energy is commonly defined as E int (v(s)) = 2 ). Eext(v(s) ) is usually derived from lines or corners surrounding the snake. Ideally, a snake should stop the deformation process when its energy function is minimized, or (@E snake =@ v) = 0, where v is the discretized snake, provided that the spot noise does not trap a snaxel.
In this study, we adopt the expansion (ballooning) approach, where the external energy is the weighted sum of the image force and the balloon force [5] :
. By using Green's theory, we have
where R is the snake region and w4(s) is a weight factor. This newly proposed image force, called the directional image force (DIF), is the inner product of ZCS and the contour normal (see Fig. 1 ), of DWFT coefficients between its two sides (see Fig. 2 ). For example, let P i denote a ZCP for a sequence of DWFT coefficients extracted along a row/column of a two dimensional DWFT matrix, ZCS of Pi , If ZCS is positive (negative), then the intensity changes from dark(bright) to bright(dark), i.e., the polarity of the intensity change, along the scan direction of the ZCS calculation. The two-dimensional ZCS measure of a pixel is a vector, (ZCS x ; ZCS y ), whose values are taken from ZCSx and ZCSy measures of the pixel along x and y axes. The orientation of a ZCS observation is orthogonal to the edge, and its magnitude is proportional to edge strength [8] . The bright lines with dotted tips in Fig. 3 (b) mark the strength and orientation of some selected pixels in Fig. 3(a) , by using the ZCS measure. For multiresolution image force calculations, one can take weighted vectors of ZCS components from different wavelet frames (see Fig. 4 ). Empirical results suggested that the symmetric, three-tap Daubechies biothogonal wavelet has the best performance, because its compactness makes it sensitive to weak edges. A DWFT frame is essentially a subband produced from a particular combination of the lowpass and band-pass filters used for filtering along the x and y-axes. Typically, the "high-low" (HL) and "low-high" (LH) frames are adequate for our applications. For every ZCP on HL and LH frames, we calculate and threshold its ZCS value, based on a localized mean-variance technique to eliminate weak and false edges, and mark the ZCS values that exceed the thresholds in edge maps Mv and M h , respectively. The final edge map M f is generated by jM f (x; y)j = jM h (x; y)j 2 + jMv(x; y)j 2 , and
The multiresolution property of the ZCS in DIF can help reduce curvature trap, which can occur at two conjunctive edges, or a partial (convex or concave) contour formed by a group of edges. When a snake marches to a convex area, the balloon force first pushes it into the door in the first few iterations. Then, the coarser version of the ZCS measure, which covers a large area than its finer counterpart, would trap snaxels expanded along the convexity area. Empirical results suggest that a two-level decomposition implementation usually suffices for most images.
II. IMPLEMENTAION AND EXPERIMENTS
For computer implementation, equation (1) 
where v i is a snaxel. For the internal energy, the elastic force at v i can be approximated by using j(@vi=@s)j where j is the angle between 0! ZCSj and 0! N , and vi01vi is considered to be a real edge segment when its value is greater than a threshold value. By taking into account all the points on vi01vi, DIFi represents the energy measure of the line, v i01 v i , not that of a point.
To keep the average internal energy less sensitive to the snake size [9] , snaxels are resampled when their distance exceeds the range of where n is the number of snaxels, and m the size of the search space for each snaxel. To reduce the computing costs, we adopted the dynamic programming approach proposed by Amini et al. [4] (4) where the initial condition is set as S0(v0; v1) = 0, and the search process starts from S 1 . An energy matrix is used to store the minimization value of optimal functions in the neighborhood of v i . After S n01 is calculated, the snake with the minimum energy in an iteration is obtained by back-tracking of the energy matrix of snaxels. The snake algorithm terminates at iteration t, when the energy E snake normalized over the snake length is minimized
Values of E t avg (v) often oscillate in a few iterations before some snaxels can move to a new region. To overcome these problems, we keep track of variations of E t avg (v) every T iterations. If the combined variations of E t avg (v) is lower than a threshold in T iterations, we consider that the snake has reached its steady state. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SUMMARY
In our experiments, the distance between two consecutive snaxels is set to eight pixels for all cases. To test robustness of our scheme, the first experiment was performed on a synthetic circle, whose pixel value is 160 within the circle, and 60 otherwise, with added Gaussian noise. Our scheme works perfectly when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is greater than 10 dB (see Fig. 6 ), but its performance deteriorates when the SNR falls lower than 5 dB. For real images, the algorithm worked well for Cell_1 and Cell_2 (see Fig. 7 ). The Cell_3 image (Fig. 8) is challenging, because of many blurred and overlapped cell boundaries. While over 90% of the snaxels marched to the real contour, in some cases, e.g., Fig. 8(e) , the snake did not converge.
The next experiment is to test our algorithm for convexity adaptation. Referring to Fig. 9 , this a very challenging case, because of hidden sharp edges, which produce strong image forces, in parallel with the leaf profile. Without any special calibration, our algorithm did find the correct convex shape, without being trapped by the (invisible) lines. In the Conch image, the snake successfully marched into all but one convex area, whose door width is very close to the minimal snaxel distance in the experiments. Reducing the distance between snaxels could push the snake into this most narrow door, but the computing times will increase. Snake deformation terminates in 20 to 40 iterations for all experiments. These experimental results clearly showed that our scheme can effectively detect corners and convexity on boundaries. The multiresolution solution approach has good boundary convergence and is robust to a much higher level of noise than conventional schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interpolation estimates the intermediate values of a set of discrete samples. It is used extensively in image data compression to magnify or reduce images and correct spatial distortion [1] , [2] . In general, the process of decreasing the data rate is called decimation and the process of increasing data samples is called interpolation [3] . Interpolation functions [4] such as linear interpolation, cubic convolution interpolation (CCI) [1] , [4] , cubic B-spline interpolation [3] , [5] - [7] , etc., can be used in the image data compression process. The disadvantage of these interpolation schemes is that in general they are not designed to minimize the error between the original image and its reconstructed image. In 1981, Reed [8] , and in 1998, Reed and Yu [2] 1 developed a linear spline interpolation scheme for resampling discrete image data. This linear spline interpolation is based on the least-squares method with a special linear interpolation function. Using an extension of the ideas of Reed in [2] , a considerably modified version of the linear spline interpolation algorithm, called the cubic convolution spline interpolation algorithm, is developed here for the subsampling of discrete image data. The new CCSI scheme combines the least-squares method with a cubic convolution interpolation formula [1] for the decimation process. In addition, it is shown by computer simulation that the CCSI scheme, that is quite different from both cubic B-spline interpolation and cubic convolution interpolation, obtains a better quality of reconstructed image than all other interpolation methods mentioned above.
It is well known that the standard JPEG algorithm causes visually disturbing blocking effects when high quantization parameter is used to obtain a high compression ratio. The standard JPEG has a default quantization table and a table of default run-length codes. In order to obtain a better compression performance, an image can be processed to yield an image-specific quantization table. All of these quantization coefficients are then entropy encoded to generate image-specific variable-length coding tables. The compression methods that use these optimal tables are called optimized JPEG algorithms [9] , [11] . The opti-
